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Learning Objectives

Participants will examine and engage with intersectionality as 
a theory, framework, and praxis

4 AASECT CEs 
AASECT Human Sexuality Core Knowledge Areas
C: Socio-cultural factors in relation to sexual values and behaviors\
H: Health/medical factors that may influence sexuality
N: Learning theory and its application
O: Professional communication and personal reflection skills



Learning Outcomes Session 2

By the end of this session participants will be able to:

● List the ways structural, institutional, and systemic 
bias and oppression impact individuals

● Create a plan of action for including an intersectional 
praxis / practice in work and life / community

 



Agenda Day 2
● Intersectionality Critiques & Myths
● Correcting Misuse
● Expanding Intersectionality
● Closing & Evaluation 



Key Questions

● What are common misunderstandings of intersectionality?
● How might intersectionality evolve? 
● How may I incorporate an intersectional framework and 

practice to my work?



A Note on Media

Open Access

One video from a conservative think tank to hear critiques 
of intersectionality



Activity 1: Social Identity Profile 

On the left side of paper fill in how you identify 

Pick your top 3 identities to answer the questions in each 
column 

Begins to examine multiple identities and power



Activity 1: Social Identity Profile 

What do you notice is the pattern for what you selected?

Did any responses surprise you?

How to implement with others to help them understand 
their identities and their power. 



Critiques 
Media from Conservative 
think tank American 
Enterprise Institute

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYpELqKZ02Q


Critiques: Conspiracy Theory 

● Exploration and critique of systems
● Systems are set up to target certain communities and 

people; ie. law enforcement origins and training
● Impact & outcome of white supremacy 
● Intersectionality is not anti-systems



Critiques: All Claim Oppression ie. a Victim
White supremacy hurts us all and it is infested in every system and 
structure of this country (US).

Misuse of power, lack of shared power, limited self-determination  

Black Feminist Thought = Black women are the ones who can theorize on 
their own lived experiences as Black women. It is Black women who will 
find solutions to the issues and challenges Black women face.

Anger and rage are areas to theorize from and create action 



Critiques: Bullying

Black Feminist Thought values anger: an anger that leads to action

Audre Lorde: “Of course I am afraid, because the transformation of silence 
into language and action is an act of self-revelation, and that always 
seems fraught with danger” (1984, 42).

Danger for Black women to speak about their lived experiences, especially of 
rape, sexual violence, and pleasures

Being bullied is how frameworks of justice came to be by BIPOC: Listen to, 
trust, and be lead by those most negatively impacted



Critiques: Too Simple

Argue it creates a binary of victim and oppressor 

Latinx people are Oppressor and oppressed

Too simple because it is predictable how the systems do 
not work for many the way they do for some



Critiques: Too Subjective = No Justice

● Rooted in law where people testify on their 
experience

● Rooted in Black feminist thought: Black women are 
theorists of their own experiences

● What is justice? 



Must Intersectionality Center Black Women? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5H80Nhmn20


How can we use an Intersectional analysis?
Trust Black women

Cite Black women

Value Black women

Collaborate with others

Release / share power 



Misuse in Sexuality Field  Ex.I

ERROR: Freedom School for Intersectional 
Medicine and Health Justice

CORRECTION: Freedom School for Medicine and 
Health Justice

GRAMMAR: they are using “intersectional” 
incorrectly as adj. The noun (medicine) doesn’t 
have an “intersectionality” because it too is a noun

 “Health” and “medicine” are also terms rooted in 
systems of oppression. 

“..leadership opportunity for people committed to 
using an intersectional analysis for healing, 
medicine, and public health …”



Correcting Misuse Ex I

CORRECTION: Freedom School for Medicine and Health Justice

● “Health” and “medicine” are also terms rooted in systems of oppression. 

● “..leadership opportunity for people committed to using an intersectional 
analysis for healing, medicine, and public health …”

● Use of Freedom School connects to the work of Black people in US south 
and education cite this work.

Cite Black women: Bettina Judd, Carol Anderson, Jessica M Johnson



Misuse in Sexuality Field Ex II
ERROR: The Intersectionality of BDSM and Body 
Acceptance: Finding Self-Love Through Kink

CORRECTION: The Intersection of BDSM and Body 
Acceptance: Finding Self-Love Through Kink

The term needed is “intersection” as in when two 
things meet. NOT the misused term 
“intersectionality.” If this were using 
Intersectionality correctly it could read: 
“An Intersectional Approach to understanding 
BDSM and Body Acceptance” and the workshop 
would need to discuss systems of power. There is 
zero note that kink spaces are oppressive ones for 
many BIPOC or PWD who also experience body 
dysphoria. Ignoring these relationships is wrong.



Correcting Misuse Ex II

“An Intersectional Approach to understanding BDSM and 
Body Acceptance” 

BDSM references: Black women i.e. Ariane Cruz, Kara 
Walker, Amber Jamilla Musser, Mollena Williams-Haas, 

Body Acceptance: Black women  i.e. Sonya Renee Taylor, 
Patricia Berne, 



Misuse in Sexuality Field Ex III
ERROR: This training … will focus on gender and 
its intersectionality with sexual identity and other 
identity variables.

GRAMMAR: They do not know “intersectionality” is 
a noun and are misusing the term

CORRECTION: This training … will focus on gender 
and use an intersectional analysis / approach to 
explore sexual identity. OR This training … will 
focus on gender and how it intersects with sexual 
identity. 

What is “identity variables”? Identities and 
relationships intersect with other aspects of our 
identities, but then what? Where is the connection 
between identities and power and systems? If only 
discussing gender oppression that’s not 
intersectionality.



Correcting the Misuse Ex III
CORRECTION: This training … will focus on gender and use an intersectional 
analysis / approach to explore sexual identity. OR This training … will focus on 
gender and how it intersects with sexual identity. 

Other variables means what? Power? Other identities? Difficult to understand

Cite Black women on gender: Patricia Hill Collins, Audre Lorde, Michelle Wallace

“Other variables”: The Bridge Called My Back, Lani Guinier, Dorothy Roberts



Misuse in Sexuality Field Ex IV
ERROR: “Intersectionality Between Kink/BDSM and 
Trauma”

CORRECTION: “Intersection Between Kink/BDSM 
and Trauma”

Again the term needed is “intersection” where 
things meet. Is Kink and Trauma points of 
discussion around power and systems? If not 
there is no intersectional analysis here. If the 
workshop is about how people may heal trauma 
via kink that is NOT an intersectional topic unless 
discussing people’s multiple identities and impact 
of trauma and access to resources and Kink 
spaces as new territory.



Correcting the Misuse Ex IV
CORRECTION: “Intersection Between Kink/BDSM and Trauma”

Is Kink and Trauma points of discussion around power and systems? If not 
there is no intersectional analysis here. If the workshop is about how people 
may heal trauma via kink that is NOT an intersectional topic unless discussing 
people’s multiple identities and impact of trauma and access to resources and 
Kink spaces as new territory.

Trauma cite Black women: Joy A Degruy, Harriet A Washington, Dorothy 
Roberts, 

BDSM cite Black women i.e. Ariane Cruz, Kara Walker, Amber Jamilla Musser, 
Mollena Williams-Haas

SYSTEMS healthcare, capitalism, power 



When does Intersectionality NOT work?

Outside a Western / US examination 
● Colonization
● Decolonization
● Ideas of “third world” or “Global South”
● Diasporic work is a challenge



Future of Intersectionality: Kyriarchy 
Kyriarchy - 
● coined by Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza (Harvard Divinity) 
● derived from the Greek words for "lord" or "master" (kyrios) and "to rule or 

dominate" (archein) 
● seeks to redefine the analytic category of patriarchy in terms of 

multiplicative intersecting structures of domination…
● Kyriarchy is best theorized as a complex pyramidal system of intersecting 

multiplicative social structures of superordination and subordination, of 
ruling and oppression. 

(Glossary, Wisdom Ways, Orbis Books   New York  2001 via myecdysis)



Future of Intersectionality: Kyriarchy 
TRANSLATION

Kyriarchy expands ideas of patriarchy, which focuses only on gender, to 
understand the different structures and systems that result in oppression. 
These systems connect and multiply creating a binary of constant power 
over others or power with others. 

Feminist Theology / Feminist Liberation Theology



Kyriarchy

Dr. Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza 17:00-19:00

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YC2-iSBg3kg


Wrap Up
Intersectionality is a theory and framework to examine oppression.

Understand relationships we have w our identities and spaces / places / 
systems.

Examine the power that is held and maintained in systems.

Power shifts.



Learning Outcomes Session 2

By the end of this session participants will be able to:

● List the ways structural, institutional, and systemic 
bias and oppression impact individuals

● Create a plan of action for including an intersectional 
praxis / practice in work and life / community
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